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Who We Are
Our Company
Comhar Partners, a national executive search firm, was formed to have all of the capabilities
of the top 5 firms while being nimbler and more entrepreneurial in the marketplace; exhibited
by our people, one firm approach and our service offerings which include Executive Search,
Talent Advisory Services and Professional Recruiting. Comhar Partners is headquartered in
Chicago with specialized recruiting consultants in 7 offices across the US.
Our Mission
Our mission is very clear - to provide flexible and transparent human capital services.
Our Passion
We have a passion for collaboration. Comhar, derived from the Gaelic word meaning
“collaboration”, came together with the intent of providing expert recruiting in deep
partnership with clients in order to solve talent management challenges.

What Sets Us Apart
✓
✓

We believe that the key to success is collaboration - we will be with you every step of the way
We provide built in talent advisory services, including a detailed compensation analysis,
conducted by our independent compensation consultant, an in-depth personality inventory
conducted by Hogan Assessments, and we will assign an Executive Coach to provide
onboarding and acculturation consulting. We help you attain your goal of executing and
delivering on your human capital strategies
Professional Recruiting

Executive Search
Attracting top talent requires a
meticulous approach in assessing
executives’
abilities
to
be
prosperous in their specific roles.
Our
consultants
hold
a
comprehensive understanding of
different industries and functional
roles to guarantee finding your
best-fit leader who will make a
lasting impact within your
organization.

Chicago Headquarters

This contemporary search process
offers flexible and scalable talent
acquisition solutions tailored to
attract professionals at the middle
to upper levels of management.
With resources dedicated to each
industry and sector across the
nation, Comhar Partners is beyond
equipped to meet your hiring
needs.

300 South Wacker, Suite 201, Chicago, IL 60606

Talent Advisory Services
At Comhar Partners we understand
that your goal is to create talent
management strategies to attract
candidates who have the skillset to
take your organization to new
limits in the future. We provide
talent advisory services such
as
compensation
analysis,
executive assessment,
and on boarding and acculturation.
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Professional Services
The Professional Services Practice Group works in both mature and growing businesses
supporting search mandates for C-Suite, Senior Executive, and key leadership appointments.
In the professional services industry, an organizations production process is completely
contingent upon expertise and skill. Because of this, Comhar Partners realizes that the success
of these organizations can heavily depend on the quality of talent within these companies.
Today, most professional services organizations are repositioning themselves to provide a
wider range of services to an increasingly refined client who demands cost-effective and
diverse solutions.
Comhar Partners national search team in Professional Services is an innovative and
experienced group of management consultants who understand the particular challenges of
attracting and recruiting highly qualified, leaders within professional services. We have led
human capital search programs around the world to build competitive advantage for our
clients.
We strive for excellence and we are always ready to serve you, be it on a regional or national
level.
Our consultants help you stay ahead of the curve of ongoing transitions in the
Professional Services landscape. We work closely with you to assess candidates´ key
experiences, core competencies, and leadership potential.
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Business Markets
Audit, Tax and Advisory

Business Services

Whether you’re looking for a seasoned audit
practitioner, a knowledgeable and nimble tax
professional or a progressive thinker, Comhar
Partners knows what it takes to attract those
individuals. We will help find the perfect new
addition to your organization. Our advisory
consultants have worked in valuation, disputes
and investigations, forensic accounting, M&A,
and economic consulting.

Our team in Professional Services is an
innovative and experienced group of
management consultants who understand the
particular challenges of attracting and recruiting
highly qualified leaders for Architecture/Law
Firm/Engineering/Media & Advertising firms.
We have led human capital search programs
nationally to build competitive advantage for
our clients.

Management Consulting

Specialty consulting (Healthcare, Financial
Services, Supply Chain, Cyber Security)

If you’re looking for external advice or our
consultants’ specialized expertise in strategy,
operations,
process
improvement,
our
specialized consultants at Comhar Partners are
here to help improve your business performance
whether you’re a gig three strategy consulting
firm or a boutique process improvement
organization, we’re here to help.

We help our professional services clients take
their business to the next level through specialty
consulting by utilizing cutting-edge assessment
tools to ensure timely and effective evaluation of
the best-in-class candidates from defined target
markets while focusing on long-term
partnerships.

Technology Consulting
Comhar Partners is equipped to find your
business executives that will handle all aspects
of your organization’s technology needs. We
attract top talent that provides you strategic
technology business advice to stay abreast the
ever-changing technology field. We work with
large to small systems integrators that are
assisting their clients in everything from
artificial intelligence, blockchain, cloud security,
data analytics and ERP systems.
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